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BackgroundBackground

What is HOPE?What is HOPE?
–– HelpingHelping
–– OutstandingOutstanding
–– PupilsPupils
–– EducationallyEducationally

 Specifically, HOPE is a scholarship Specifically, HOPE is a scholarship 
and grant program that rewards and grant program that rewards 
students financially.students financially.



The HOPE ModuleThe HOPE Module



 

FormsForms
–– ZHARCON (Financial Aid Reconciliation Form)ZHARCON (Financial Aid Reconciliation Form)
–– ZHAHOPE (HOPE Eligibility Form)ZHAHOPE (HOPE Eligibility Form)
–– ZFRHOPE (HOPE Fund Code Rules Form)ZFRHOPE (HOPE Fund Code Rules Form)
–– ZTVTIER (HOPE Tier Validation Form)ZTVTIER (HOPE Tier Validation Form)
–– ZHAHPEX (HOPE Exclusions Form)ZHAHPEX (HOPE Exclusions Form)
–– ZTVHPER (HOPE Eligibility Reason Validation ZTVHPER (HOPE Eligibility Reason Validation 

Form)Form)
–– ZTVHPEL (HOPE Eligibility Status Validation ZTVHPEL (HOPE Eligibility Status Validation 

Form)Form)



The HOPE ModuleThe HOPE Module



 

ProcessesProcesses
–– ZHRFARR (Financial Aid Reconciliation Process)ZHRFARR (Financial Aid Reconciliation Process)
–– ZORHGPA (HOPE Accumulation/Eligibility ZORHGPA (HOPE Accumulation/Eligibility 

Process)Process)
–– ZORHTGA (HOPE Transfer GPA Calculation ZORHTGA (HOPE Transfer GPA Calculation 

Process)Process)
–– ZORHHSL (HOPE High School Load Process)ZORHHSL (HOPE High School Load Process)
–– ZHRHINV (HOPE Invoicing Extraction Process)ZHRHINV (HOPE Invoicing Extraction Process)
–– ZHRGHIL (HOPE Invoicing Reconciliation ZHRGHIL (HOPE Invoicing Reconciliation 

Process)Process)
–– ZORINFR (RCTINFR Load Process)ZORINFR (RCTINFR Load Process)



The HOPE ModuleThe HOPE Module

What do these forms and processes What do these forms and processes 
do?do?
–– Establish HOPE eligibilityEstablish HOPE eligibility
–– Track HOPE eligibilityTrack HOPE eligibility
–– Enable campuses to invoice for fundsEnable campuses to invoice for funds
–– Enable campuses to reconcile fundsEnable campuses to reconcile funds



HOPE Process FlowHOPE Process Flow



 

Setup requirementsSetup requirements
–– Create detail codes (ZSADETC)Create detail codes (ZSADETC)
–– Create fund codes (RFRBASE)Create fund codes (RFRBASE)
–– Relate detail code rules to HOPE fund codes Relate detail code rules to HOPE fund codes 

(RFRMGMT)(RFRMGMT)
–– Set indicators for each fund code (ZFRHOPE)Set indicators for each fund code (ZFRHOPE)
–– Establish Eligibility Status Codes (ZTVHPEL)Establish Eligibility Status Codes (ZTVHPEL)
–– Establish Reason Codes (ZTVHPER)Establish Reason Codes (ZTVHPER)
–– Establish Grade Related Exclusions (ZHAHPEX)Establish Grade Related Exclusions (ZHAHPEX)
–– Establish HOPE Tier Codes (ZTVTIER)Establish HOPE Tier Codes (ZTVTIER)



HOPE Process FlowHOPE Process Flow


 

Setup continuedSetup continued
–– Create student attributes label RGTATTS to identify Create student attributes label RGTATTS to identify 

guaranteed tuition plan (GTP) students (STVXLBL)guaranteed tuition plan (GTP) students (STVXLBL)
–– Establish crossEstablish cross--reference rules for tuition, fee, and book reference rules for tuition, fee, and book 

detail category codes and fund codes (SOAXREF)detail category codes and fund codes (SOAXREF)
–– Establish crossEstablish cross--reference translation rules for GTP reference translation rules for GTP 

(SOAXREF)(SOAXREF)
–– Create a HOPE Spring checkpoint label so that eligibility Create a HOPE Spring checkpoint label so that eligibility 

statuses can be updated correctly at Spring checkpoints statuses can be updated correctly at Spring checkpoints 
(GTVSDAX)(GTVSDAX)

–– Create a HOPEINVTERM label on the GTVSDAX form so Create a HOPEINVTERM label on the GTVSDAX form so 
that your HOPE Invoicing files will be extracted and that your HOPE Invoicing files will be extracted and 
imported correctly during the HOPE Invoicing Process imported correctly during the HOPE Invoicing Process 
(GTVSDAX)(GTVSDAX)



HOPE Process FlowHOPE Process Flow



 

Load GSFAPPS application dataLoad GSFAPPS application data
–– Create request file for application data Create request file for application data 

(ZHRAPPS)(ZHRAPPS)
–– Upload file through SURFERUpload file through SURFER
–– Retrieve return file from SURFERRetrieve return file from SURFER
–– Load file into Banner (ZOPAPPL)Load file into Banner (ZOPAPPL)



 

Create HOPE High School RecordsCreate HOPE High School Records
–– Execute RCTINFR Load Process for verification Execute RCTINFR Load Process for verification 

that student IDs exist in SPRIDEN (ZORINFR)that student IDs exist in SPRIDEN (ZORINFR)
–– Load HOPE High School records (ZORHHSL)Load HOPE High School records (ZORHHSL)



HOPE Process FlowHOPE Process Flow


 

Calculating and Verifying HOPECalculating and Verifying HOPE
–– Calculate HOPE Transfer GPA (ZORHTGA)Calculate HOPE Transfer GPA (ZORHTGA)
–– Calculate HOPE Accumulation Eligibility Calculate HOPE Accumulation Eligibility 

(ZORHGPA)(ZORHGPA)
–– Verify that the studentVerify that the student’’s status is updated s status is updated 

(ZHAHOPE)(ZHAHOPE)



 

Creating the HOPE Invoicing Extraction Creating the HOPE Invoicing Extraction 
File File 
–– Create the HOPE Invoicing Extraction File Create the HOPE Invoicing Extraction File 

(ZHRHINV)(ZHRHINV)
–– Verify file and record layout (Verify file and record layout (zhrhinv.logzhrhinv.log, ., .lislis, , 

& & INU###.txtINU###.txt))
–– Submit extraction file to the GSFC (SURFER)Submit extraction file to the GSFC (SURFER)



HOPE Process FlowHOPE Process Flow

 Loading the GSFC Return FileLoading the GSFC Return File
–– Place return file in a location from which Place return file in a location from which 

load process can pull the records/file load process can pull the records/file 
($DATA_HOME/($DATA_HOME/finaidfinaid directory)directory)

–– Load the return file (ZHRGHIL)Load the return file (ZHRGHIL)
–– Review errors in the load process and Review errors in the load process and 

review .log and .review .log and .lislis files (files (zhrghil.logzhrghil.log and and 
zhrghil.liszhrghil.lis))

–– Review student records in the Financial Review student records in the Financial 
Aid Reconciliation Form (ZHARCON)Aid Reconciliation Form (ZHARCON)



HOPE Process FlowHOPE Process Flow

ReconciliationReconciliation
–– Request GSFC Reconciliation File Request GSFC Reconciliation File 

(SURFER)(SURFER)
–– Load/Produce Report Output (ZHRFARR)Load/Produce Report Output (ZHRFARR)
–– Compare Records/Verify Errors (.log Compare Records/Verify Errors (.log 

and .and .lislis))



SetupSetup--HOPE codesHOPE codes


 

In the Detail Code Control Form (ZSADETC), In the Detail Code Control Form (ZSADETC), 
create detail codes for each HOPE fund code create detail codes for each HOPE fund code 
represented in the Fund Base Data Form represented in the Fund Base Data Form 
(RFRBASE).  Establish a fund code with the detail (RFRBASE).  Establish a fund code with the detail 
code assigned for each HOPE fund that your code assigned for each HOPE fund that your 
institution receives and awards. institution receives and awards. 



SetupSetup--HOPE codesHOPE codes


 

Create and maintain fund codes for HOPE Create and maintain fund codes for HOPE 
funds in the Fund Base Data Form funds in the Fund Base Data Form 
(RFRBASE).  Detail codes created in (RFRBASE).  Detail codes created in 
ZSADETC are assigned to the appropriate ZSADETC are assigned to the appropriate 
fund code in RFRBASE.fund code in RFRBASE.



SetupSetup--HOPE codes/rulesHOPE codes/rules


 

Define and maintain the various attributes of a fund for a givenDefine and maintain the various attributes of a fund for a given 
aid year in the Fund Management Form (RFRMGMT). From this aid year in the Fund Management Form (RFRMGMT). From this 
form a user allocates a budget, defines packaging and form a user allocates a budget, defines packaging and 
disbursement options, declares budget and detail code disbursement options, declares budget and detail code 
components, maintains disbursement locks, defines tracking components, maintains disbursement locks, defines tracking 
requirements, assigns messages, and adds comments.requirements, assigns messages, and adds comments.



 

The percentages associated with the detail codes will be used toThe percentages associated with the detail codes will be used to 
calculate the total fees that will be written to the HOPE Invoiccalculate the total fees that will be written to the HOPE Invoicing ing 
Extraction file when two fund codes are used.Extraction file when two fund codes are used.



 

The amount of Tuition and the total fees extracted in the HOPE The amount of Tuition and the total fees extracted in the HOPE 
Invoicing process (ZHRHINV) are based on the Round Schedule Invoicing process (ZHRHINV) are based on the Round Schedule 
(round dollars or round cents) your institution indicates on the(round dollars or round cents) your institution indicates on the 
Packaging tab of RFRMGMT. Campuses should use only the Round Packaging tab of RFRMGMT. Campuses should use only the Round 
Dollars or Round Cents option. Using Truncate Dollars or TruncatDollars or Round Cents option. Using Truncate Dollars or Truncate e 
Cents may result in erroneous reporting of tuition and fees in tCents may result in erroneous reporting of tuition and fees in the he 
INU file.INU file.



RFRMGMTRFRMGMT--PackagingPackaging



RFRMGMTRFRMGMT--Detail Code RulesDetail Code Rules


 

Institutions using three fund codes (one for tuition, one for Institutions using three fund codes (one for tuition, one for 
fees, and one for books) will have the tuition and fee fees, and one for books) will have the tuition and fee 
columns of the extraction file populated based on the columns of the extraction file populated based on the 
rpratrmrpratrm table.table.



 

Note:Note: Percentages are used in the calculation only when Percentages are used in the calculation only when 
two fund codes are used for each HOPE Fund. HOPE Fees two fund codes are used for each HOPE Fund. HOPE Fees 
have been capped at the January 2004 rates, so you must have been capped at the January 2004 rates, so you must 
be sure that your fees are rounding to the exact capped be sure that your fees are rounding to the exact capped 
rate on the HOPE invoice sent to GSFC. To accomplish this, rate on the HOPE invoice sent to GSFC. To accomplish this, 
you might need to expand the percentage of fees paid (for you might need to expand the percentage of fees paid (for 
specific Detail Codes) on the Detail Code Rules block of specific Detail Codes) on the Detail Code Rules block of 
Fund Management Form RFRMGMT.  Example: 75 percent Fund Management Form RFRMGMT.  Example: 75 percent 
might need to be expanded to 74.99 percent. Any future might need to be expanded to 74.99 percent. Any future 
changes in fee rates may require an adjustment to the changes in fee rates may require an adjustment to the 
calculated percent, on the Detail Code Rules tab, to calculated percent, on the Detail Code Rules tab, to 
correctly extract fee amounts. correctly extract fee amounts. 



RFRMGMTRFRMGMT--Detail Code RulesDetail Code Rules



ZFRHOPEZFRHOPE


 

The HOPE Fund Code Rules Form (ZFRHOPE) is used for The HOPE Fund Code Rules Form (ZFRHOPE) is used for 
two primary purposes:  to specify those fund codes that two primary purposes:  to specify those fund codes that 
may be used with HOPE processing and to indicate the type may be used with HOPE processing and to indicate the type 
of HOPE program. Other processing flags indicate whether of HOPE program. Other processing flags indicate whether 
the program is tierthe program is tier--based (based (TrTr), requires verification at ), requires verification at 
specified checkpoints (specified checkpoints (CkPCkP) and the minimum GPA () and the minimum GPA (Min Min 
GPAGPA) for eligibility, if any. The illustration below displays ) for eligibility, if any. The illustration below displays 
the setup for use with two separate fund codes. the setup for use with two separate fund codes. 



ZTVHPELZTVHPEL


 

The HOPE Eligibility Status Validation Form The HOPE Eligibility Status Validation Form 
(ZTVHPEL) is used to define codes and (ZTVHPEL) is used to define codes and 
descriptions that indicate the status of a person's descriptions that indicate the status of a person's 
HOPE eligibility.HOPE eligibility.



 

The Eligibility Status Code and Description fields The Eligibility Status Code and Description fields 
are used to define eligibility status codes.are used to define eligibility status codes.



ZTVHPERZTVHPER


 

The HOPE Eligibility Reason Validation Form (ZTVHPER) is The HOPE Eligibility Reason Validation Form (ZTVHPER) is 
used to define codes and descriptions that describe the used to define codes and descriptions that describe the 
reason for which a person is eligible for a particular HOPE reason for which a person is eligible for a particular HOPE 
program.  The purpose of the codes is mainly informational, program.  The purpose of the codes is mainly informational, 
although the HOPE High School Load process requires that although the HOPE High School Load process requires that 
one code be set up to define the preliminary high school one code be set up to define the preliminary high school 
load and one to define the final high school load. load and one to define the final high school load. 



ZHAHPEXZHAHPEX


 

The HOPE Exclusions Rules The HOPE Exclusions Rules 
Form (ZHAHPEX) may be Form (ZHAHPEX) may be 
used to maintain used to maintain 
information about work information about work 
that should be excluded that should be excluded 
from HOPE GPA from HOPE GPA 
processing. Because processing. Because 
institutions may choose to institutions may choose to 
record these types of record these types of 
information differently, the information differently, the 
HOPE Exclusions GPA Form HOPE Exclusions GPA Form 
provides several options to provides several options to 
identify work that should identify work that should 
be excluded.be excluded.



ZTVTIERZTVTIER



 

The HOPE Tier Validation Form (ZTVTIER) The HOPE Tier Validation Form (ZTVTIER) 
is used to define codes, descriptions and is used to define codes, descriptions and 
minimum attempted hours for each levelminimum attempted hours for each level-- 
specific tier used in the HOPE programs.specific tier used in the HOPE programs.



STVXLBLSTVXLBL


 

Create the RGTATTS, RGTGSFCF, RGTGSFCD, Create the RGTATTS, RGTGSFCF, RGTGSFCD, 
and RGTGSFCO labels on STVXLBL to identify the and RGTGSFCO labels on STVXLBL to identify the 
correct labels for the correct labels for the INU###.txtINU###.txt file.file.



 

Please note: The RGTATTS label is currently Please note: The RGTATTS label is currently 
being used by the Academic Data Warehouse and being used by the Academic Data Warehouse and 
should already exist in your Banner database. should already exist in your Banner database. 



SOAXREFSOAXREF


 

Create a value to crossCreate a value to cross--reference nonreference non--HOPE fund codes for HOPE fund codes for 
HOPE Invoicing using the label HOPE Invoicing using the label ““RGTGSFCORGTGSFCO””



 

The Banner value equals the Fund Code value for the nonThe Banner value equals the Fund Code value for the non-- 
HOPE fundsHOPE funds



 

The Electronic value equals the value placed in the The Electronic value equals the value placed in the 
INU###.txtINU###.txt filefile



SOAXREFSOAXREF


 

Create crossCreate cross--reference rules in the EDI Crossreference rules in the EDI Cross-- 
Reference Rules Form (SOAXREF).  Use the label Reference Rules Form (SOAXREF).  Use the label 
““RGTGSFCFRGTGSFCF”” to define the Banner fund codes to define the Banner fund codes 
associated with tuition, fees, and books.  An associated with tuition, fees, and books.  An 
Example of the settings on SOAXREF for the use Example of the settings on SOAXREF for the use 
of two fund codes is located below: of two fund codes is located below: 



SOAXREFSOAXREF


 

Create a value to crossCreate a value to cross--reference each fund code to the reference each fund code to the 
associated detail category codes in ZSADETC.  Use the associated detail category codes in ZSADETC.  Use the 
RGTGSFCD crossRGTGSFCD cross--reference label to define the Banner detail reference label to define the Banner detail 
category codes as shown.category codes as shown.



 

NoteNote:  The rules established in SOAXREF are currently used :  The rules established in SOAXREF are currently used 
for HOPE Invoicing. for HOPE Invoicing. 



SOAXREFSOAXREF--GTPGTP


 

Add the necessary GTP qualifier values on SOAXREFAdd the necessary GTP qualifier values on SOAXREF


 

The HOPE Invoicing extraction process will only use the The HOPE Invoicing extraction process will only use the ““GTPGTP”” values values 
associated with the guaranteed tuition plan. The associated with the guaranteed tuition plan. The ““Banner ValueBanner Value”” 
corresponds to the attributes listed on SGASADD (Additional Studcorresponds to the attributes listed on SGASADD (Additional Student ent 
Information form) for individual students. The Value column undeInformation form) for individual students. The Value column under r 
Electronic is the value assigned to the Electronic is the value assigned to the INU###.txtINU###.txt file submitted to the file submitted to the 
GSFC for invoicing.GSFC for invoicing.



 

The Board of Regents has established the following standard studThe Board of Regents has established the following standard student ent 
attribute codes: attribute codes: 



 

FA## = Fall freshmen and USG transfer/transient/nonFA## = Fall freshmen and USG transfer/transient/non--degree students degree students 


 

FT## = Fall nonFT## = Fall non--USG transfer/transient students USG transfer/transient students 


 

SP## = Spring freshmen and USG transfer/transient/nonSP## = Spring freshmen and USG transfer/transient/non--degree students degree students 


 

ST## = Spring nonST## = Spring non--USG transfer/transient students USG transfer/transient students 


 

SU## = Summer freshmen and USG transfer/transient/nonSU## = Summer freshmen and USG transfer/transient/non--degree degree 
students students 



 

UT## = Summer nonUT## = Summer non--USG transfer/transient students USG transfer/transient students 


 

Note: ## is the last two digits of the year in which the semesteNote: ## is the last two digits of the year in which the semester resides r resides 
(i.e. Fall 2006 is FA06 or FT06). (i.e. Fall 2006 is FA06 or FT06). 



SOAXREFSOAXREF--GTPGTP



GTVSDAXGTVSDAX


 

IfIf your institution uses your institution uses nonnon--standardstandard term codes for term codes for 
Spring, you should create a translation for the Spring term Spring, you should create a translation for the Spring term 
using the HOPECHCKPT code.using the HOPECHCKPT code.



 

Ex. If your campus spring term ends in Ex. If your campus spring term ends in --01, then you will 01, then you will 
need to translate this into the Regentneed to translate this into the Regent’’s Standard term for s Standard term for 
spring, spring, --02. 02. 



 

01 should be placed in the External Code and 02 should be 01 should be placed in the External Code and 02 should be 
placed in the Translation Code.placed in the Translation Code.



GTVSDAXGTVSDAX


 

The same concept for nonThe same concept for non--standard terms also applies for the standard terms also applies for the 
HOPEINVTRM label. This label is used for HOPE Invoicing.HOPEINVTRM label. This label is used for HOPE Invoicing.



 

The difference in the HOPEINVTRM is that you will need to use thThe difference in the HOPEINVTRM is that you will need to use the e 
entire term code for the External and Translation Codes.entire term code for the External and Translation Codes.



 

Ex. If your institution uses 200801 for the Spring 2008 term, thEx. If your institution uses 200801 for the Spring 2008 term, the e 
External Code should be 200801 and the RegentExternal Code should be 200801 and the Regent’’s Standard term s Standard term 
code, 200802, should be placed in the Translation Code.code, 200802, should be placed in the Translation Code.



SURFERSURFER



 

Maintained by the GSFC to run reports, Maintained by the GSFC to run reports, 
load, and download data filesload, and download data files



GSFAPPS ProcessingGSFAPPS Processing


 

Use the ZHRAPPS process to retrieve application Use the ZHRAPPS process to retrieve application 
data and Paid Hours information from the GSFCdata and Paid Hours information from the GSFC



 

Note that the Date Received parameter is used to Note that the Date Received parameter is used to 
retrieve application data from the GSFC from this retrieve application data from the GSFC from this 
date forwarddate forward



GSFAPPS ProcessingGSFAPPS Processing

–– ZHRAPPSZHRAPPS--GSFAPPS Extraction ProcessGSFAPPS Extraction Process


 

This process creates the This process creates the GAU###.txtGAU###.txt file based on one of file based on one of 
the following:the following:

–– Population selection of students Population selection of students 
–– By Aid Year and term By Aid Year and term 
–– By a single studentBy a single student



ZHRAPPS ZHRAPPS lislis filefile



GSFAPPS ProcessingGSFAPPS Processing


 

GSFAPPS continuedGSFAPPS continued



 

After the GAUnnn.txt file has been created, it will be 
stored in your campuses $DATA_HOME/finaid 
directory. Save the file to a secure location as 
GAU###.txt. 



 

The GAU file should be submitted to the GSFC via 
SURFER for processing.



 

The GSFC processes the file to determine application 
data and/or Paid Hours information for each student 
in the file.



 

The GSFC produces the GAD###.txt file in response 
to the GAU###.txt file and places the GAD file in 
your campus’s SURFER Inbox



GSFAPPS ProcessingGSFAPPS Processing



 

GSFAPPS continuedGSFAPPS continued
–– ZOPAPPLZOPAPPL--GSFAPPS Return File Load ProcessGSFAPPS Return File Load Process



 

After the GSFC has placed the GAD###.txt file in 
your campuses SURFER Inbox, retrieve the file and 
save the file to a secure location. 



 

Then place the GAD###.txt file in your campuses 
$DATA_HOME/finaid directory. 



 

Complete the parameters in Job Submission 
(GJAPCTL) to load the file into Banner



 

The process loads the data into Banner if the student 
matches the student data in Banner



GSFAPPS ProcessingGSFAPPS Processing



 

Parameters for ZOPAPPLParameters for ZOPAPPL


 

Run in Audit mode first to verify matches Run in Audit mode first to verify matches 
in Bannerin Banner



GSFAPPS ProcessingGSFAPPS Processing



 

Sample Sample lislis file from running ZOPAPPLfile from running ZOPAPPL



GSFAPPS ProcessingGSFAPPS Processing



 

GAD file data is GAD file data is 
loaded into the loaded into the 
ZORAPPS table and ZORAPPS table and 
displays on the displays on the 
ZHAAPPS formZHAAPPS form



 

Blue highlights Blue highlights 
represent changes represent changes 
from one record to from one record to 
the nextthe next



GSFAPPS ProcessingGSFAPPS Processing


 

ZHAAPPSZHAAPPS--the Status Code tab displays the status the Status Code tab displays the status 
codes and the funds associated with the status codes and the funds associated with the status 
codescodes



 

Use the Status Code dropdown to query fund Use the Status Code dropdown to query fund 
types associated with the Status Code in the types associated with the Status Code in the 
GAD###.txtGAD###.txt filefile



GSFAPPS ProcessingGSFAPPS Processing



 

The Paid Hours The Paid Hours 
informationinformation
–– HOPE Hours tab HOPE Hours tab 

(ZHAAPPS) contains (ZHAAPPS) contains 
current record onlycurrent record only

–– Paid Hours tab Paid Hours tab 
(ZHAHOPE) (ZHAHOPE) 
contains history of contains history of 
Paid HoursPaid Hours



High School Load Processing High School Load Processing 
(ZORHHSL)(ZORHHSL)



 

In order to load the preliminary In order to load the preliminary 
((PL_PreliminaryPL_Preliminary……..txt) or final ..txt) or final 
((FL_FinalFL_Final……..txt) high school list from the ..txt) high school list from the 
GSFC, you must execute the ZORINFR GSFC, you must execute the ZORINFR 
process firstprocess first



 

ZORINFR creates a ZORINFR creates a ‘‘snapshotsnapshot’’ of SPRIDEN of SPRIDEN 
to compare records in the preliminary or to compare records in the preliminary or 
final list for loadingfinal list for loading



 

Note: the ZORINFR process must Note: the ZORINFR process must 
complete successfully before running complete successfully before running 
ZORHHSLZORHHSL



High School Load Processing High School Load Processing 
(ZORHHSL)(ZORHHSL)

 The process matches students based The process matches students based 
on the data produced from running on the data produced from running 
ZORINFR to completion.ZORINFR to completion.

Obtain the preliminary or final high Obtain the preliminary or final high 
school file from your SURFER inbox.school file from your SURFER inbox.

Complete the parameter settings in Complete the parameter settings in 
GJAPCTL to run the ZORHHSL GJAPCTL to run the ZORHHSL 
processprocess



High School Load Processing High School Load Processing 
(ZORHHSL)(ZORHHSL)



High School Load Processing High School Load Processing 
(ZORHHSL)(ZORHHSL)

 Parameter setting notesParameter setting notes
–– When loading the preliminary file, the When loading the preliminary file, the 

process will create an eligibility record in process will create an eligibility record in 
ZHAHOPE and a record in ROASTAT if ZHAHOPE and a record in ROASTAT if 
no record currently exists and the no record currently exists and the 
student matches the Banner databasestudent matches the Banner database

–– Eligibility reason codes are based on Eligibility reason codes are based on 
ZTVHPERZTVHPER

–– Eligibility status codes are based on Eligibility status codes are based on 
ZTVHPELZTVHPEL



High School Load Processing High School Load Processing 
(ZORHHSL)(ZORHHSL)

 Parameters continuedParameters continued
–– Parameter 11 will match based on the Parameter 11 will match based on the 

name/ID from the file to the name/ID from the file to the ‘‘snapshotsnapshot’’ 
of student data created from running of student data created from running 
ZORINFRZORINFR

–– Other criteria will further limit the Other criteria will further limit the 
matching process here based on the matching process here based on the 
studentstudent’’s status as a prospect, s status as a prospect, 
accepted, or applied studentaccepted, or applied student



High School Load Processing High School Load Processing 
(ZORHHSL)(ZORHHSL)



 

Parameters continuedParameters continued
–– Parameter 12 will either inactivate or delete Parameter 12 will either inactivate or delete 

preliminary records based on the settingpreliminary records based on the setting


 

This is important when running the final list from the This is important when running the final list from the 
GSFCGSFC



 

If the student is not on the final list and you choose If the student is not on the final list and you choose 
‘‘II’’, the process will inactivate the record and assign , the process will inactivate the record and assign 
the code from parameter 13the code from parameter 13



 

If the student is not on the final list and you choose If the student is not on the final list and you choose 
‘‘DD’’, the record is deleted, the record is deleted



High School Load Processing High School Load Processing 
(ZORHHSL)(ZORHHSL)



 

Track two studentsTrack two students
–– Moth ManMoth Man
–– Popeye T. SailorPopeye T. Sailor



 

Moth Man Moth Man 
–– Included in preliminary fileIncluded in preliminary file
–– Included in final fileIncluded in final file



 

Popeye SailorPopeye Sailor
–– Included in preliminary fileIncluded in preliminary file
–– Not included in the final fileNot included in the final file



 

File also includes two other students not in File also includes two other students not in 
our Banner databaseour Banner database



High School Load Processing High School Load Processing 
(ZORHHSL)(ZORHHSL)



 

View of preliminary file belowView of preliminary file below


 

PL at beginning of each record indicates PL at beginning of each record indicates 
preliminary recordpreliminary record



High School Load Processing High School Load Processing 
(ZORHHSL)(ZORHHSL)



High School Load Processing High School Load Processing 
(ZORHHSL)(ZORHHSL)



 

Process matched two students from the Process matched two students from the 
preliminary filepreliminary file



High School Load Processing High School Load Processing 
(ZORHHSL)(ZORHHSL)

Ran the process again, but this time Ran the process again, but this time 
in Update modein Update mode

 View results on ZHAHOPE form for View results on ZHAHOPE form for 
each studenteach student



High School Load Processing High School Load Processing 
(ZORHHSL)(ZORHHSL)



 

Popeye SailorPopeye Sailor
–– Before running ZORHHSL on topBefore running ZORHHSL on top
–– After running ZORHHSL on bottomAfter running ZORHHSL on bottom



High School Load Processing High School Load Processing 
(ZORHHSL)(ZORHHSL)



 

Moth ManMoth Man
–– Before running ZORHHSL on topBefore running ZORHHSL on top
–– After running ZORHHSL on bottomAfter running ZORHHSL on bottom



High School Load Processing High School Load Processing 
(ZORHHSL)(ZORHHSL)



 

View of final file belowView of final file below


 

FL at beginning of each record indicates FL at beginning of each record indicates 
final recordfinal record



 

Notice that Popeye T. Sailor is not Notice that Popeye T. Sailor is not 
included in the final fileincluded in the final file



High School Load Processing High School Load Processing 
(ZORHHSL)(ZORHHSL)



 

Note that Parameter 12 is set to Inactivate preliminary Note that Parameter 12 is set to Inactivate preliminary 
records that are no longer eligiblerecords that are no longer eligible



High School Load Processing High School Load Processing 
(ZORHHSL)(ZORHHSL)



High School Load Processing High School Load Processing 
(ZORHHSL)(ZORHHSL)



 

Moth Man updated to indicate that the Moth Man updated to indicate that the 
student is eligible based on the final high student is eligible based on the final high 
school listschool list



 

Reason code updated to HS30Reason code updated to HS30



High School Load Processing High School Load Processing 
(ZORHHSL)(ZORHHSL)



 

Popeye T. Sailor was not included on the Popeye T. Sailor was not included on the 
final listfinal list



 

Status code updated to reflect that Status code updated to reflect that 
student is not eligiblestudent is not eligible



Calculating and Verifying HOPECalculating and Verifying HOPE



 

ZORHTGA (HOPE Transfer GPA Calculation ZORHTGA (HOPE Transfer GPA Calculation 
Process)Process)
–– Calculates transfer GPA records by termCalculates transfer GPA records by term
–– Displayed on Transfer Block of ZHAHOPE formDisplayed on Transfer Block of ZHAHOPE form



 

ZORHGPA (HOPE Accumulation/Eligibility ZORHGPA (HOPE Accumulation/Eligibility 
Process)Process)
–– Updates HOPE accumulation recordsUpdates HOPE accumulation records
–– Updates eligibility information based on Updates eligibility information based on 

checkpointscheckpoints



Calculating and Verifying HOPECalculating and Verifying HOPE

Run ZORHTGA first to capture all Run ZORHTGA first to capture all 
possible transfer courseworkpossible transfer coursework
–– ZORHTGA uses the default grading table ZORHTGA uses the default grading table 

(000000) on SHATGRD(000000) on SHATGRD
–– Set Passed Indicator = Set Passed Indicator = ‘‘YY’’ where Quality where Quality 

Points are assigned to the gradePoints are assigned to the grade
–– Set Passed Indicator = Set Passed Indicator = ‘‘NN’’ where no where no 

Quality Points are assigned to the grade  Quality Points are assigned to the grade  



Calculating and Verifying HOPECalculating and Verifying HOPE

Manually entered transfer workManually entered transfer work
–– Transfer work may also be entered Transfer work may also be entered 

directly on the Transfer Block of directly on the Transfer Block of 
ZHAHOPEZHAHOPE

–– Any transfer work that is manually Any transfer work that is manually 
entered will override system updated entered will override system updated 
work for a specific termwork for a specific term



Calculating and Verifying HOPECalculating and Verifying HOPE



 

Processing transfer creditProcessing transfer credit
–– Scenario 1Scenario 1



 

Transfer credit processed by using ZORHTGATransfer credit processed by using ZORHTGA


 

New Cat has 3 hours of transfer credit for Fall 2004 New Cat has 3 hours of transfer credit for Fall 2004 


 

Run ZORHTGA to capture these hoursRun ZORHTGA to capture these hours



Calculating and Verifying HOPECalculating and Verifying HOPE



 

ZHAHOPE (Transfer Block)ZHAHOPE (Transfer Block)


 

Notice the By column inserted an Notice the By column inserted an ‘‘SS’’ after after 
running the process; this indicates a running the process; this indicates a 
system update to the recordsystem update to the record



Calculating and Verifying HOPECalculating and Verifying HOPE



 

Processing transfer creditProcessing transfer credit
–– Scenario 2Scenario 2



 

Manual entry of transfer workManual entry of transfer work


 

6 hours entered manually indicated by 6 hours entered manually indicated by ‘‘UU’’ for user for user 
updatedupdated



Calculating and Verifying HOPECalculating and Verifying HOPE

 ZORHGPA (HOPE ZORHGPA (HOPE 
Accumulation/Eligibility Process)Accumulation/Eligibility Process)
–– Run to update accumulation records in Run to update accumulation records in 

ZHAHOPEZHAHOPE
–– Checkpoints issuedCheckpoints issued

Y = 30, 60, 90 hour checkpointsY = 30, 60, 90 hour checkpoints
S = Spring checkpointS = Spring checkpoint
T = Three term checkpointT = Three term checkpoint



Calculating and Verifying HOPECalculating and Verifying HOPE

Checkpoint notablesCheckpoint notables
–– The The ‘‘SS’’ checkpoint only inserts for those checkpoint only inserts for those 

students that are currently eligible for students that are currently eligible for 
HOPE and are below the required 3.0 HOPE and are below the required 3.0 
GPA at the end of Spring termGPA at the end of Spring term

–– The The ‘‘SS’’ checkpoint will not insert if the checkpoint will not insert if the 
student is currently ineligible or if the student is currently ineligible or if the 
student is currently eligible and has at student is currently eligible and has at 
least a 3.0 GPA at the end of Spring least a 3.0 GPA at the end of Spring 
termterm



Calculating and Verifying HOPECalculating and Verifying HOPE


 

Waylon Waylon SmithersSmithers eligibility recordeligibility record
–– Note enrollment is less than halfNote enrollment is less than half--time for three termstime for three terms
–– Results in Results in ‘‘TT’’ checkpoint for 200505checkpoint for 200505
–– No spring term checkpoint issued because student has No spring term checkpoint issued because student has 

not been enrolled fulltime before 30 hour checkpointnot been enrolled fulltime before 30 hour checkpoint



Calculating and Verifying HOPECalculating and Verifying HOPE



 

Waylon Waylon SmithersSmithers has transfer work for has transfer work for 
200508200508
–– Check Transfer Hours block of ZHAHOPECheck Transfer Hours block of ZHAHOPE
–– 9 hours attempted from System generated 9 hours attempted from System generated 

recordrecord



Calculating and Verifying HOPECalculating and Verifying HOPE



 

Run ZORHGPA for Waylon Run ZORHGPA for Waylon SmithersSmithers to add to add 
any additional transfer hours after running any additional transfer hours after running 
ZORHTGAZORHTGA



 

Hours now updated for 200508Hours now updated for 200508



Calculating and Verifying HOPECalculating and Verifying HOPE


 

3 institutional hours taken for 2006023 institutional hours taken for 200602


 

Term is for Spring, however spring checkpoint does not Term is for Spring, however spring checkpoint does not 
apply because the student is at their 30 hour checkpointapply because the student is at their 30 hour checkpoint



 

‘‘StatStat’’ in Accumulation block for 200602 is still in Accumulation block for 200602 is still ‘‘BGPABGPA’’ 
because this was the studentbecause this was the student’’s status prior to running s status prior to running 
ZORHGPA at the end of the spring termZORHGPA at the end of the spring term



Calculating and Verifying HOPECalculating and Verifying HOPE


 

Student took 6 hours for 200608Student took 6 hours for 200608


 

Note the eligibility status for 200608 is Note the eligibility status for 200608 is 
‘‘ELIGELIG’’; result of ; result of ‘‘YY’’ checkpoint and GPA checkpoint and GPA 
that is equal to or greater than 3.0 from that is equal to or greater than 3.0 from 
200602200602



Calculating and Verifying HOPECalculating and Verifying HOPE


 

Student took 3 hours for 200702 and at the end Student took 3 hours for 200702 and at the end 
of term was below a 3.0 GPAof term was below a 3.0 GPA



 

Because the student was previously Because the student was previously ‘‘ELIGELIG’’ and and 
was below a 3.0 GPA at the end of 200702, an was below a 3.0 GPA at the end of 200702, an ‘‘SS’’ 
was issued resulting in the student becoming was issued resulting in the student becoming 
‘‘BGPABGPA’’ at the end of the termat the end of the term



Calculating and Verifying HOPECalculating and Verifying HOPE



 

Student took 6 hours for 200708Student took 6 hours for 200708


 

Note that the student is Note that the student is ‘‘BGPABGPA’’ for 200708 for 200708 
based on based on ‘‘SS’’ checkpoint issued for 200702checkpoint issued for 200702



Calculating and Verifying HOPECalculating and Verifying HOPE


 

Student took 9 hours for 200802Student took 9 hours for 200802


 

200802 is a spring term, but no 200802 is a spring term, but no ‘‘SS’’ is issued is issued 
because the student was because the student was ‘‘BGPABGPA’’ before the term before the term 
and also has a 3.0 GPA at the end of termand also has a 3.0 GPA at the end of term



 

Because the student may not regain eligibility at Because the student may not regain eligibility at 
a spring checkpoint, no a spring checkpoint, no ‘‘SS’’ is issuedis issued



Creating the HOPE Invoicing Creating the HOPE Invoicing 
Extraction FileExtraction File

 The HOPE Invoicing Extraction The HOPE Invoicing Extraction 
Process (ZHRHINV) is used to invoice Process (ZHRHINV) is used to invoice 
funds from the GSFCfunds from the GSFC

 The process produces the The process produces the 
INU###.txtINU###.txt file that is uploaded into file that is uploaded into 
SURFER for processingSURFER for processing

 Students fund awards should be Students fund awards should be 
disbursed before running ZHRHINVdisbursed before running ZHRHINV



Creating the HOPE Invoicing Creating the HOPE Invoicing 
Extraction FileExtraction File



 

Using the Using the 
parameters, the parameters, the 
process may be process may be 
run byrun by
–– Population selectionPopulation selection
–– Aid year and term Aid year and term 

code onlycode only
–– Fund codeFund code



Creating the HOPE Invoicing Creating the HOPE Invoicing 
Extraction FileExtraction File



 

RemusRemus SquimusSquimus has been awarded HOPE has been awarded HOPE 
Scholarship and HOPE Book funds for Scholarship and HOPE Book funds for 
200808200808
–– HOPE = 1044.70HOPE = 1044.70
–– HOPE Book = 99.00HOPE Book = 99.00



Creating the HOPE Invoicing Creating the HOPE Invoicing 
Extraction FileExtraction File



 

Run ZHRHINV to create the Run ZHRHINV to create the INU###.txtINU###.txt file for file for 
RemusRemus
–– Tuition = 696.00Tuition = 696.00
–– Fees = 348.70Fees = 348.70
–– Books = 99.00Books = 99.00
–– GTP attribute = FA08GTP attribute = FA08



Creating the HOPE Invoicing Creating the HOPE Invoicing 
Extraction FileExtraction File



 

LisLis file below shows file below shows RemusRemus does not have a does not have a 
ZHRHACC record in ZHAHOPEZHRHACC record in ZHAHOPE
–– The process creates the file and assumes the student is The process creates the file and assumes the student is 

Tier 1Tier 1
–– Other Student Other Student IDID’’ss listed with differing amounts for listed with differing amounts for 

RPAAWRD and fee assessment (100T) RPAAWRD and fee assessment (100T) 



Creating the HOPE Invoicing Creating the HOPE Invoicing 
Extraction FileExtraction File



 

Log file below indicates parameter settings Log file below indicates parameter settings 
usedused



Loading the GSFC Return FileLoading the GSFC Return File



 

Submit extraction file (Submit extraction file (INU###.txtINU###.txt) to the ) to the 
GSFC (SURFER)GSFC (SURFER)



 

Next, place return file in a location where Next, place return file in a location where 
ZHRGHIL can pull the records/file ZHRGHIL can pull the records/file 
($DATA_HOME/($DATA_HOME/finaidfinaid directory)directory)
–– Load the return file (ZHRGHIL)Load the return file (ZHRGHIL)
–– Review errors in the load process and review Review errors in the load process and review 

.log and ..log and .lislis files (files (zhrghil.logzhrghil.log and and zhrghil.liszhrghil.lis))
–– Review student records in the Financial Aid Review student records in the Financial Aid 

Reconciliation Form (ZHARCON)Reconciliation Form (ZHARCON)



Loading the GSFC Return FileLoading the GSFC Return File



Loading the GSFC Return FileLoading the GSFC Return File-- .log .log 
filefile



Loading the GSFC Return FileLoading the GSFC Return File-- ..lislis 
filefile



 

The error code 102V indicates that the The error code 102V indicates that the 
GSFC totals do not match the Banner GSFC totals do not match the Banner 
amounts for tuition, fees, and booksamounts for tuition, fees, and books



Review student records in the Review student records in the 
Financial Aid Reconciliation Form Financial Aid Reconciliation Form 

(ZHARCON)(ZHARCON)



ReconciliationReconciliation

Request GSFC Reconciliation File Request GSFC Reconciliation File 
(SURFER):(SURFER):
IND###R_<USERNAME>_RECONCILIATION_YYYYMMDDHHMISS.TXTIND###R_<USERNAME>_RECONCILIATION_YYYYMMDDHHMISS.TXT

Load/Produce Report Output (ZHRFARR)Load/Produce Report Output (ZHRFARR)
Compare Records/Verify Errors (.log Compare Records/Verify Errors (.log 

and .and .lislis))



Reconciliation ProcessReconciliation Process



 

The parameter settings below must match The parameter settings below must match 
the term code that the GSFC produced the the term code that the GSFC produced the 
file for in SURFERfile for in SURFER



Reconciliation ProcessReconciliation Process-- (.(.lislis file)file)



Reconciliation ProcessReconciliation Process-- (.log file)(.log file)



Questions??Questions??



OIIT Customer ServicesOIIT Customer Services
Contact the OIIT Helpdesk at one of Contact the OIIT Helpdesk at one of 

the following to submit a help desk the following to submit a help desk 
case for issues encountered: case for issues encountered: 
–– Http://Http://www.usg.edu/customer_serviceswww.usg.edu/customer_services 

(support request self(support request self--service) service) 
–– Helpdesk@usg.eduHelpdesk@usg.edu. . 

 For emergency, business For emergency, business 
interruptions, or production down interruptions, or production down 
situations, call the OIIT Helpdesk situations, call the OIIT Helpdesk 
immediately immediately 
–– 706706--583583--20012001

http://www.usg.edu/customer_services
http://www.usg.edu/customer_services
mailto:Helpdesk@usg.edu
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